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Module 1

Module 1
GUI Introduction
Undergraduate students in chemical engineering are usually first exposed to thermodynamics early in
their sophomore year and will continue to build on this elementary understanding for the next three
years in their chemical engineering curriculum. Initially, the thermodynamic calculations are fairly
straightforward and thus students have both the quantitative knowledge the do the problems
computationally, and the qualitative understanding the understand the problems physically in
thermodynamic terms. Along the way, however, the thermodynamic problems and ideas become
increasingly complicated and most students do not have the same physical understanding of the
thermodynamic concepts as they had in the lower level classes. Eventually, most students begin to
solely depend on their computational skills and no longer have the desire or knowledge to gain a greater
physical and conceptual understanding of thermodynamics. This can at least be partly contributed to the
increased complexity ofthe subject matter and the way in which the information is distributed to the
students. Although the complexity of the subject matter can not be changed, alternate teaching methods
that deliver both a quantitative and qualitative understanding of thermodynamic concepts can be used.
One alternate teaching method involves is the use of visual computer programs to give students a more
comprehensive understanding of thermodynamic concepts.
A graphical user interface (GUI) in defined as a computer program that provides the user with a simple
and easy way to input data and do complex computations. Thermopower was written in Matlab, and is
designed to aid in the instruction and understanding of thermodynamic concepts. Before the
introduction of Thermopower, lets considers some elementary thermodynamic calculations.
Let's first consider the change of a single phase fluid from an initial thermodynamic state defined
by (To,Po) to a final thermodynamic state defined by (Tf,Pf)
The change in an arbitrary property X is defined as
(1)

I1X = X(r.,./j)- X(~, p,,)

X is typically a thermodynamic property: T, £, y, D, B, S, Q, or A
In equation (1) we see that the change in any state variable is simply the value of the state variable at the
final cOl:dition mi~us the value of the state variable at the initial position. The fact that the change in the
state vanable conSIsts only of numbers from the initial and final conditions tell us that the
thermodynamic change is path independent. This point is illustrated in figure (1)

diagram here

jhe initial state is denoted by box A and the final state is denoted by box R Three different thennodynamic paths are shown and they are labeled 1,2, and
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Figure one shows us a graphical representation of the path independence in calculating the change in
thermodynamic properties. When calculating the change in any state property from initial state A to
final state B the only values used in the calculation are the state variable values at the initial and final
conditions. As shown by figure (1), if we choose any of the three arbitrary paths depicted here we will
get the same value for the change in the state variable. Because of the path independent nature of the
thermodynamic state variables, a single thermodynamic calculation is usually done in a two-step
calculation. This is done because is allows for the student to chose the path that will give easier and or
known equations to solve. In other words it allows for the student to choose the path of least resistance
relative the difficulty of the calculations. For example, if figure 1 was the depiction of a calculation to
determine the change in entropy from the initial state A to the final state B, we can choose either path 1
or path 2. Path 1 shows first an isobaric cooling to get us to the final temperature and then an isothermal
compression to get us to the final pressure. Path two shows the same steps in reverse order and also
shows that we will get the same final answer. Path 3 shows an arbitrary thermodynamic path and is
used to further show the path independent nature of this calculation. Now that we have seen a graphical
representation of thermodynamic calculations, lets take a look at the function form of the equations used
in these calculations.
Equation 1 shows the basic equation for calculating the change in a thermodynamic state variable, but as
stated earlier the change is usually calculated by breaking the process into two thermodynamic processes
that we are more comfortable with. Such as the isobaric cooling and isothermal compression processes
mentioned earlier. These processes are easy to understand conceptually and the math is usually basic
calculus. Equation 2 shows the standard thermodynamic integration equation that we use to calculate
the change in state variables.
(2)

1iX=

J(OX)
or

Tf

To

dT+
P=Po

J (ax)
ap

Pf

Po

dP
T=Tf

The first integration in equation 2 is for an isobaric process (pressure constant) from the initial
temperature (To) to the final temperature (T±), and the second integration is for an isothermal process
(temperature constant) from the initial pressure to the final pressure. The limits of integration are
chosen by the initial and final conditions of the system and the integrand is a partial derivative that is
determined based on the nature of the thermodynamic calculation.
Now that we have a gained a basic understanding of the basis of thermodynamic calculations, lets take a
look at some thermodynamic paths. We have discussed some general thermodynamic paths such as
isobaric and isothermal, so now lets take a look at thermodynamic paths in which other state variables
are held constant. Consider the case of an isentropic expansion from and initial temperature and
pressure (To,Po) to a final known pressure. In this case we do not know the final temperature so we
would solve the problem by iteratively solving for unique values ofTf such the value of the entropy is
equal to the initial entropy value. The is done iteratively in the two step process that was shown earlier.
(Figure 1). For each final pressure that is designated a unique temperature value will be solved for, and
if many different values for the final pressure are chosen a smooth curve along an isentropic path can be
obtained. From this curve the entire process can be characterized thermodynamically and we can gain
valuable qualitative information about the process.
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In most undergraduate chemical engineering curriculums, the emphasis is placed on doing basic
thermodynamic calculations, but after graduation it is the quantitative knowledge about a given
thermodynamic process that separates an average engineer from an exceptional engineer. Thennopower
was written with this idea in mind and it is an attempt to enhance the existing curriculum with valuable
quantitative knowledge. With that being said, let's introduce Thennopower and get familiar with some
of its capabilities.
Thermopower is Graphical User Interface (OUI) that was composed in Matlab and is to be used as an
instructional tool in undergraduate chemical engineering. Thermopower allows the user to input the
process and component parameters of a given thermodynamic system and output the data in tabular form
as well and graphs and data files. Thermopower allows for the student to gain a visual perspective of
thermodynamic processes through the wide variety of plots that are available for each calculation. The
visual perspective that Thennopower provides allows for students to gain a better qualitative
understanding of thennodynamic processes.
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Data Input

Data Input
Step Two
Select Equation of State
1.

In the 'Select Equation of State' drop down menu the user can choose either the Ideal Gas Law or
the van der Waals equation of state. For this example we will be using the van der Waals equation
of state, so use the drop down menu to select 'van der Waals'.
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Step Three

Data Input
Step Three

Enter Initial State
1. In this step the user inputs the initial temperature and pressure of the system and also inputs
whether the system is initially pure or initially a mixture. For this example we are using the
default of298 deg. Kelvin and 101325 Pascals. To use different initial conditions simply input the
numbers into the appropriate input box. In this example we are considering the case of an
isentropic compression of a mixture so we will check the 'Mixture' checkbox. If the initial
components were initially separate and pure we would check the 'Pure' checkbox.
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Step Four

Specify First Final State Variable
In this step the user inputs either the temperature or the pressure to specify one of the final state
variables. The user first selects whether the temperature or pressure is going to be specified. In this
example we are considering an isentropic compression so we will check the 'Pressure' box. Secondly,
the user has the option of choosing for the value of the first final state variable to be either a new value
or the initial value. If the value is to be 'same as initial' simply check the 'Same as initial' checkbox. For
this example we are specifying the pressure to be a specified value above the initial pressure
(compression). In this example we specify the pressure to be 202,000 pascals.
1. Click the 'Pressure' checkbox.
2. Click the 'New Value' checkbox.
3. Enter 202000 into the 'New Value' input box

Previous Page Next Page
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Step Five

Data Input
Step Five

Specify Second Final State Variable
In this step the user specifies the thermodynamic path of the process or sets the final temperature or
pressure to a finite value. The thermodynamic path specifies which if any state variables are held
constant. For this example we are considering an isentropic compression so the check the 'Isentropic'
check box.
1.

Click the 'Isentropic' checkbox.

Previous Page Next Page
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Step Six

Specify The Reference State
In this step the user has the option of specifying the reference state to be either the initial conditions or
so some new values for the temperature and pressure. For this example we are choosing to use the
initial conditions as the reference state so we check the 'Tref=T & Pref=P' check box.
1. Click the 'Tref=T & Pref-=P' check box.

Previous Page Next Page
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Step Seven
Run the program
In this step the user starts the program and displays the output data. Clicking the '7. Run' button
instructs the program to first check that all the input values are reasonable and then initiates the
thermodynamic calculation. Any unreasonable value such as a negative pressure will cause the
appropriate error box to appear and the user must correct the error and then click the '7. Run' button
again to run the program.
1. Click the '7. Run' button.

Previous Page Next Page
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Module 1
Analysis of Results
Tabular Output

The first output is the window of the data in tabular form. On the left of the table each of the state
variables along with heat capacities and mole fraction are listed. Each one of these values is reported for
the reference state, initial state, final state, the change, and also any excess properties.
Thermodynamic Property Plot Window

The second output window is the thermodynamic plot window. In this window the user has the option
of plotting any of the state variables vs. any other state variable. This is a very powerful tool and allows
for us to visualize any thermodynamic process. The plot can be changed to show different properties by
simply clicking the appropiate check box and then clicking on the 'replot' push button.

Previous Page Next Page
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Module 2
EquatiollS of State: (Ideal Gas Law and VDW)
Every system is defined by its properties. The temperature, pressure, and volume are fundamental to all
systems, although other properties are needed to define the system fully. The fundamental properties of
temperature, pressure, and volume are related through an Equation of State (EOS). The ideal gas law
PV=nRT

is the most commonly used EOS because of its simplicity (Felder 191). The Van der Waals equation
p_ RT _ a
- V-b V2

where,
R~

b=8~

is a widely used cubic equation of state (Felder 203). Although calculations from these equations are
generally accepted, one must remember these equations are mere models of reality. The Equations of
State yield adequate approximations under some circumstances and unrealistic solutions under others.
This first module examines the differences in the Ideal Gas Law and Van der Waals EOS so the
appropriate use of each equation is learned.
The Ideal Gas Law is derived from the kinetic th~oD'_of gas~s, which assumes that gas molecules have a
negligible volume, exert no forces on one another, and collide elastically with the walls oftheir
container. A gas whose behavior is well represented by the equation is said to be ideal and those who
deviate from this behavior at nearly all conditions are considered nonidealor real gases. All gases
deviate from ideal behavior at low temperatures and pressures. It is now important to determine at
which temperatures and pressures the Ideal Gas Law yields useful approximations (Felder 191).
A more complex equation is the Van der Waals (VDW) cubic_eqllationgJstate. It is a cubic equation
because it is a third order equation when it is expanded with respect to volume. It also models the
PressureNolume/Temperature (PVT) behavior of vapors and liquids. The constants a and bare
determined from the fitting of the equation to data. The last term in the equation, the a term, accounts
for attractive forces between molecules and the b term is a factor for the volume occupied by the
molecules (Felder 203). The Ideal Gas Law ignores the attractive forces and molecule volume.
Although the VDW includes additional terms, it is subject to inaccuracies at some conditions. Caution
must also be taken when using this equation because it is a cubic form and yields three roots. One must
make intelligent decisions of the correct solutions at adequate temperatures and pressures. The range at
which the VDW gives valid approximations must determined so that its usefulness may be compared to
the Ideal Gas Law.
Both the Ideal Gas Law and VDW have advantages and disadvantages. The Ideal Gas Law is a quick
and simple calculation, but not as accurate as the more complex Van der Waals. Neither ofthese
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Equations of State are accurate over the entire range of temperatures and pressures presented in reality,
but through computer demonstrations, one can learn about the strengths and weaknesses of each.
Previous Page Next Page
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Module 2
Example Problems
1. What is the molar volume of Argon at 200K and 12532500 pascals according to the ideal and vdw?
A. Enter the initial fluid composition. Step One

For this problem the initial fluid is pure Argon.
Click on the 'Identify The Component' push button
The default setting is 1 so for 'id(l)' use the drop down menu to input Argon
The fluid is pure Argon so input 1.0 into the 'x(I)' input box
B. Select Equation of State Step Two

In this problem we are considering both the ideal gas law and the vdw, so do steps A-G using the
ideal gas last first and then the vdw.
In the 'Select Equation of State' drop down menu select either the ideal gas law or the vdw
C. Enter the initial state

Sl~P

Three

The initial state of the Argon is 200deg. K and 12532500 pacals
Input 200 into the temperature edit box.
Input 12532500 into the pressure edit box
D. Specify the first final state variable Step Four
The pressure and temperature are not changing so check the same as initial check box and then
check either the temperature or pressure
check box
E. Specify the second final state variable Step Fivc
The temperature and pressure are not changing so if you checked the temperature check box in step
D check the isobaric check box in step
E. If you checked the pressure check box in step D then
check the isothermal check box in step E.
F. Specify the reference state as the initial state Step Six
Check the "T=Tref & P=Pref' checkbox
G. Run the program Step Seven
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Click the 'Run' button
In this problem we are looking for the molar volume. It is displayed in the tabular output window

PxeviollSPage Next Page
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Module 2
Example Problems
2. What is the molar volume of Carbon Dioxide at 660K and 91 bar according to ideal and vdw?
3. A cylinder of Argon and H20 contains 5 moles of Argon and 15 moles H20. If the pressure is
9.1 *1Q/'7 pascals the and the temperature is 995°K what is the volume according to ideal and vdw.
Assuming vdw is correct, what %error is seen by using the ideal gas law.
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Module 3
Turbines and Compressors
A turbine is a device which converts the enthalpy and kinetic energy of a moving fluid into
some form of mechanical work. Because of this, turbines have been used in many areas
including steam power plants, jet engines, hydroelectric power plants, and steam
locomotives among many others. A basic turbine consists of a rotor or series of rotors. These
rotors are mainly composed of fins connected to a shaft. When a fluid flows through the fins,
the angle of the fins causes the rotor or rotors to spin, which causes the shaft to rotate. The
torque in the shaft is then able to do some form of mechanical work, such as rotate a
compressor or tum a generator which produces current.
Water, air and other gases are typical working fluids for a turbine. Early and most readily
recognizable applications of a turbine are the windmill and watermill which harness moving
air and water respectively and convert it into some form of useful work such as supplying the
energy to grind grain or saw lumber. An important application is the steam power plant,
which utilizes steam pressure to rotate a generator and produce electricity.
As the fluid passes through the turbine, it loses some of its velocity, pressure, and
temperature (Mahesh)
A simple defmition of a compressor is a device used to pressurize a fluid, including liquids
and gases. There are many different kinds of compressors, but typically the main purpose of
using a compressor is to raise the pressure of a liquid or gas. Compressors are found in both
gas power cycles and vapor compression refrigeration cycles.
A compressor converts shaft power to a rise in enthalpy of a fluid. The fluid, often a gas,
enters the compressor at a low pressure (low enthalpy) and exits at a high pressure (high
enthalpy). The rotating shaft is attached to a blade assembly. The rotating blades push on the
gas and increase the pressure, thereby increasing the enthalpy. Compressors are continuous
flow processes, and can be either axial or radial (Mab~sh).
Previous Page NextPage
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Module 3

Example Problems
Design a turbine or compressor for specified inlet conditions and outlet pressure.
1. Applications of an Isenthalpic Compressor

Steam at 298 deg. Kelvin and 101325 pascals is to be isenthalpicly compressed in a compressor. Use
Thermopower to simulate this process and determine if the Gibbs Phase Rule and the van der Waals
equation of state agree for this process. (The final pressure is 130000000 pascals)

A. Enter the initial fluid composition Step One

For this problem the initial fluid is pure H20.
Click on the 'IdentifY The Component' push button
The default setting is 1 so for 'id(l)' use the drop down menu to input H20
The fluid is pure H20 so input 1.0 into the 'xC 1)' input box
B. Select Equation of State Step Two
In this problem we are considering the vdw.
In the 'Select Equation of State' drop down menu select the vdw
C. Enter the initial state Step lbree

The initial state of the H20 is 298 deg. K and 101325 pascals
Input 298 into the temperature edit box.
Input 101325 into the pressure edit box
D. SpecifY the first final state variable Step Four
This a compression process so the first final state variable that we specifY wi1l the pressure.
Check the 'Pressure' check box
Click 'New Value' check box and input 130000000
E. SpecifY the second final state variable Step Five
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This is an isenthalpic process so click the 'isenthalpic' check box
F. Specify the reference state as the initial state Step Six
Check the "T=Tref & P=Pref' checkbox
G.

Run the program Step Seven

In this problem we are to determine ifthe Gibbs Phase Rule and the van der Waals equation of state
agree. Let's first attain the proper
graph to compare the two.
In the 'Thermodynamic Plot Window', click the second box in the x column and the first box in the y
column. This will give us a plot of
temperature vs. pressure for the isenthalpic process. Let's analyze this plot. The line depicted in this
plot is an isenthalpic line. This means that the
value of the enthalpy is constant over this entire line. The Gibbs phase rule tells us that for a single
phase, single component at a point above its
critical temperature, there are two degrees of freedom. This tells us that if we specify any two the of
the state variables, each of the other state
variables should have one unique value. If we take a close look at this plot however we notice that
this is not that case. If we pick, for example,
the temperature of320 deg. K and drawn a horizontal line across the graph we see that the line
intersects the constant enthalpy line twice. This
tells us that when the specify the temperature (horizontal line ) and the enthalpy (curve is isenthalpic)
there are two different values of pressure that
possible. This means that the Gibbs phase rule is violated, and thus the vdw and gpr do not agree at
high pressures.

Previous Page Next Page
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Module 3
Example Problems
2. Application for the Complete Energy Balance Using the steam tables.
An adiabatic steady-state turbine is being designed to serve as an energy source for a small electrical
generator. The inlet to the turbine is steam at 600 deg. C and lObar, with a mass flow rate of 2.5
kg/second that flows through an inlet pipe that is 10 em in diameter. The conditions at the turbine exit
are T=400 deg. C and P=l bar. Sinee the steam expands through the turbine, the outlet pipe is 25 em in
diameter. Estimate the rate at which work can be obtained from this turbine using both the steam tables
and by using Thermopower.

Previous Page Next Page
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Module 4
Describe a single phase mixing process
In chemical engineering applications, it is often is desired to determine the properties and process
parameters of a mixing process. One of the key applications of this concept is to determine if a given
mixture is ideal or not. In many chemical engineering problems, the calculations can be made
considerably easier by making the assumption that a given mixture is ideal. The calculations are made
easier because the ideal gas law is fairly simple equation of state relative to the more rigorous equations
of state such as the van der Waals equation of state and the Peng-Robinson equation of state. It would
be logical to think that each thermodynamic mixture property is just a sum of the analogous property of
the pure components at the same temperature and pressure weighted with their fractional compositions.
Unfortunately, relationships this simple are generally not valid, and a more complicated method must
be used to determine the properties of a mixture.
Previous Page Next Page
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Module 4

Sample Problems
1. Calculation of the Isothermal Enthalpy Change of mixing.
One mole for Carbon Dioxide at 380 deg. K and 100,000,000 pascals is added to 10 moles of water at
the same temperature. If the mixing is done isothermally, estimate the change in enthalpy of the mixture
using the both the Ideal Gas Law and the VDW.
A. Enter the initial fluid composition Step One
For this problem the initial fluid is pure H20 (10 moles) and pure Carbon Dioxide(1 mole).
Click on the 'Identify The Component' push button
Input '2' into the 'Number of components' edit box
Click the 'Set Number of Components' push button
Use the drop down menu to input H20 for'id(1)
Use the drop down menu to input C02 for'id(2)
Input'. 909091' into the 'xC 1)' mole fraction edit box
Input' .090909' into the 'x(2)' mole fraction edit box
B. Select Equation of State Step Two

In this problem we are considering both the ideal gas law and the VDW, so do steps A-G using the
ideal gas last first and then the VD W.
In the 'Select Equation of State' drop down menu select either the ideal gas law or the VDW
C. Enter the initial state Step Three
The initial state of both components is 79 deg. K and 100,000,000 pascals
Convert 79 deg. C to Kelvin and input the value into the temperature edit box.
Input 100,000,000 into the pressure edit box
D. Specify the first final state variable Step FOllf
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The pressure and temperature are not changing so check the same as initial check box and then
check either the temperature or pressure
Specify the second final state variable Step Five
The temperature and pressure are not changing so if you checked the temperature check box in step
D check the isobaric check box in step
If you checked the pressure check box in step D then
check the isothermal check box in step E.

F. Specify the reference state as the initial state Step Six
Check the "T=Tref & P=Pref" checkbox
G. Run the program Step Seven

In this problem we are looking for the change in enthalpy for this process and this is displayed in
the tabluar output window.

rreviousJ~ag~ Nextj>~
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Module 4
Example Problems
2. Determination of the ideality of mixture.
Pure Argon is isothermally and isobariclly mixed with pure Carbon Dioxide at a 50:50 ratio at 298 deg.
Kelvin and 101325 pascals. Use the GUI to characterize this mixture as ideal or nonideal.
3. Excess properties
Determine the excess properties for a mixture of35% Argon and 65% Water. (298 K and 101325
pacals)
What do these values indicate?
Previous Page
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1. Isentropic compression of a mixture
2. Isothermal, isobaric mixing
3. Isenthalpic compression of a pure component

Thermodynamic Integration

Consider the change of a single phase fluid from an initial
thermodynamic state defined by (To'P0) to a final thermodynamic state
defined by (Tf,P f)
The change in an arbitrary property X is defined as

~ == X(Tf,Pf )- X(To,Po )
X is typically a thermodynamic property: T, P, V, U, H, S, G, or A
Standard thermodynamic integration formulates can the change as

~ = TI (~~)
To

dT + PI
P=Po

Po

(~~)

dP
T=Tf

Thermodynamic Integration

L\X = TJ (OX)
T.

o

aT

Since the change in X is
path independent,
consider an isobaric
heating/cooling followed
by an isothermal
compression/expansion.
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The Bridgman Tables

In the 1920s, the Nobel Laureate P.W. Bridgman devised a set of
tables to obtain arbitrary thermodynamic partial derivatives

(:~)z
Where X, Y, and Z are thermodynamic properties:
T,P,V,U,H,S,G,orA
With these 8 variables, there are 512 derivatives of this type.
From the Bridgman Tables, we can find any of these derivatives given
(1) an equation of state and (2) a heat capacity

(ayax) z

= f(P(T, V),C p )

Thermodynamic Integration: Other paths
Consider an isentropic expansion from (To'P0) to (Pf,Sf=So)' We don't
know S but we know it is constant. We can rewrite this as a two-step
iso-T/iso-P process to a state where Tf is unknown.

L\X =

f (ax)
-ap

Pf

Po

dP =
sf=So

f (ax)
-ap

Pf

Po

dP +

f

-aT

Tf(Sf=So)(ax)

T=To

To

dT
P=Pf

Tf

Iteratively solve for the unique
value of Tf that satisfies 8 f=So.
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Repeat for several intermediate
Values of Po <P< Pf to obtain a
smooth curve along an
isentropic path.
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The Graphical User Interface

GUI for the Visualization of Thermodynamic Integration
Composed in Matlab
Outputs tables, graphs, and data files
Purpose is to serve as an instructional tool
Visualization of thermodynamic processes
A wide variety of plots for each calculation
Quantitative analysis thermodynamic problems
Values presented in tabular form
Qualitative studies of thermodynamic concepts
Displays thermodynamic paths
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Conclusions

-The GUI offers a unique opportunity for applications in introductory
undergraduate thermodynamics and also in advanced thermodynamic
calculations
-Visualization of thermodynamic paths
-Comparison of predicted values
-The GUI's visualization capability for thermodynamic processes
enhances the overall understanding of thermodynamic calculations
-Trends of thermodynamic concepts can be easily and quick
attained
-Future Steps
-User guide
- Implementation in entry level thermodynamics courses
-Expand the capability of the GUI

